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Report for the
GTU ROBOTICS CLUB Parents Meeting

(ROBOCON Team and Mitsubishi Electric Cup Team)

Date: 28th April 2019
Time: 11:00 A.M. - 2:00 P.M.
Venue: A2 Hall, GTU, Ahmedabad

GTU ROBOCON and Mitsubishi Electric cup is an initiative under GTU CIC3 club which
is working continuously to achieve the noteworthy success in ROBOCON championship and
other similar field. GTU ROBOTICS CULB (ROBOCON team 29 Students and Mitsubishi
Electric Cup Team 4 Students for yar 2019) are working constantly for a remarkable success.
They are giving their best so that at unconditionally the name of GTU should be at the top.
The students are working in various fields and are providing the versatility to the team.
Everyone are focused in trying to achieve the expertise in their respective task.

Dreams being only one step away. a team meeting was held in which there were
discussion about the strategies of the team. All the team members were asked to give their



feedback about the performances of the team. After summarizing the feedback of whole
team final decisions were taken regarding to strategise to remaining work. Team layout was
decided after considering every team member’s point of view. Decisions were taken
regarding the operator, crew members and pit members.  Code of conduct was discussed
once again amongst the team members. Strict guidelines were formed regarding the
discipline and behaviour during any of the team related activity.

Apart from the efforts of all the team members and faculties in-charge there were some
more people who were behind the every success and failure of the team. They were the
parents of the students who supported, motivated and are the inspiration of many students
in different ways. Journey of success was definitely incomplete without their valuable
suggestions and guidelines. To collect their feedback and to make them aware about their
respective ward’s performance a parent’s meeting was being conducted on 28th of April,
Sunday. All the students were informed about the meeting and were asked to remain
present with their respective parents, guardian or siblings. Responses for everyone were
noted and almost everyone agreed with the date and time too. On the day all the parents
were there with a little bit of excitement about their ward’s performance.

With a warm greeting meeting was started. Faculty co-ordinator as well as student
co-ordinator was heartily thankful to all the parents for providing their precious time. The
meeting was started with a documentary and video about ROBOTICS CLUB and past year
experience. The complete journey of near around Three and half year was covered in a five



minute video. Everyone enjoyed the small glimpse of the journey. Then after what is the
vision to establish by Robotics Club what are its goal, what purpose does it serves was told
to the parents. The GTU ROBOTICS Club is not only a Rubicon team, Tinkerers team, but it is
an initiative to spread awareness in students of various engineering disciplines about the
modern advancement in automation and robotics technology. After delivering a clear view
of the goals of GTU ROBOCON/Tinkerers team now it was the time to make everyone aware
about the past year experiences and achievement of the GTU ROBOCON team. GTU
ROBOtics club teams. The GTU ROBOCON Team was secured 32nd Rank in 2018, 27th Rank
in 2017 and 51st Rank in 2016 as well as first runners up in all the debut performances.
The GTU Tinkerers Team had secured 10th National Rank in 4th Mitsubishi Electric Cup in
the year 2019 and 4th National Rank in 3rd Mitsubishi Electric Cup in the year 2018.

The GTU ROBOCON Team has clear 1st and 2nd Stage of National Robocon 2019.
Now it was the time to discuss the layout of this year’s journey. Parents were told about the
schedule of departure and arriving. They were completely informed about the arriving and
departure date, time and place. Their complete agreement and suggestions were
considered for any further decision. They were asked to give their signature on no objection
certificate (NOC).Then the suggestions and feedback from the parents was welcomed.
Parents very enthusiastically provided their suggestion which might be further useful for
further improvement.

Everyone was very eager to visit the place where their wards work and what they
have built in past 9-10 month tenure. All the parents were guided now toward GTU
ROBOTICS lab from the conference hall. Their display of inventory was ready to attract their
eyes. Inventory of GTU ROBOCON and Mitsubishi Electric Cup was displayed which was full
of the latest technologies and components. Now it was the time for the final show in which
our robot was ready to perform. Presentation of the robot was effective and all the parents
were joyous and proud to see that

Now it was the time to say goodbye to everyone and to thank everyone for sparing
their precious time. The valuable suggestions and feedbacks will be definitely provided us a
better and improved result.



Feedback From Parents

 i am gald to see my son doing something innovative, something more than just reading
books. I hope this will help him in his carrier. It will be great honor for me to see him at
delhi. - Manisha Prajapati, Mother of  Dharmik Prajapati

 Good to know that students are working in their interested field..with so much
passion..it is  Real life exposure that helps to progress in skills and its always been his
dream to be wittness a roborace  and in robotics so dream come true event for him.

- - Maganlal Mali, Father of Jignesh Mali

 Good work by Sir, and University.
- Sangeeta Chaturvedi, Mother of Shreya and Saumya
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